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Endlessly creating

Endlessly pulsating

The Spirit of the Valley never dies

She is called the Hidden Creator

Although She becomes the whole universe

Her immaculate puriry is never lost

Although She assumes countless forms

Her true identiry remains irtact

Whatever we see or don't see

Whatever exists or doesn't exist

Is nothing but the creation of this Supreme Power

Tao is Limitless, unborn, eternal-
It can only be reached through the Hidden Creator

She is the very face of the Absolute

The gate to the source of all things eternal

Listen to Her voice

Hear it echo through creation

Without fail, She reveals her presence

Without fail, She brings us to our own perfection



VERSE

Grabbing and stuffing-
there is no end to it

Sharpen a blade too much

and its edge will soon be lost

Fill a house with gold andjade

and no one can protect it

Puff yourself with honor and pride

and no one can save you from a fall

Complete the task at hand

Be selfless in your actions

This is the way of Heaven

This is the way to Heaven
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Eyes lookbut cannot see it
Ears listen but cannot hear it

Hands grasp but cannot touch it

Beyond the senses lies the great Uniry-
invisibie, inaudible, intangible

What rises up appears bright

What settles down appears dark

Yet there is neither darkness nor Light

just an unbroken dance of shadows

From nothingness to fullness

andback again to nothingness

This formless form

This imageless image

cannot be grasped by mind or might

Try to face it
In what place will you stand?

Try to follow it
To what place will you go?

Know That which is beyond all beginnings

and you will know everything here and now

Know everything in this moment

and you will know the Eternal Tao
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The movement of Tao is to refurn
The way of Tao is to yield

Heaven, Earth, and all things

are born of the existent world
The existent world is born of the nothingness of Tao


